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We investigate from probabilistic point of view the asymptotic behavior of the
number of distinct component sizes in general classes of combinatorial structures of
size n as n  . Mild restrictions of admissibility type are imposed on the corre-
sponding generating functions and asymptotic expressions of the mean and variance
of that number are obtained. Then we establish weak convergence to a convolution
of two distributions, where one of them is always Gaussian. As an illustration we
consider three typical generating function examples: partitions of a finite set, partitions
of a positive integer and mappings of a finite set into itself.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
By a structure we shall always mean a relational structure; that is a set
together with some relations (such as edge relations, order relations, etc.)
on the set. Let G be a set of structures closed under isomorphism, Gn the
subset of G formed by structures with universe [1, 2, ..., n]. We shall refer
to the elements of Gn as labeled structures of size n. Furthermore we shall
also consider a representative set Gn from the isomorphism classes in Gn ;
members of the Gn ’s are the unlabeled structures in G. Following the
approach and terminology given by Compton [4], we require that G be
closed under disjoint unions and components. This means that structures in
G may be uniquely decomposed into disjoint unions of connected com-
ponents (see [4; Section 1] for the necessary definitions and comments).
Further we adopt the common notation gn, k for the number of either
labeled or unlabeled structures of size n in G which can be decomposed
into a union of k components. Let
gn= :
n
k=1
gn, k .
In other words, either gn=|Gn | or gn=|Gn |.
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We may also introduce randomness on Gn or Gn assuming that the struc-
tures are chosen according to a given probability measure. Suppose that
the uniform probability measure P( } ) is introduced on either of both sets,
and denote by E( } ) and Var( } ) the expectation and variance defined by
P( } ), respectively. Let Xn denote the number of components in a random
relational structure of size n. Obviously, Xn can be viewed as a random
variable defined on Gn or Gn . Notice that the uniform probability measure
assigns to each structure a probability equal to 1gn . The limiting distribu-
tion of Xn has been studied long ago in many particular cases of relational
structures (for instance, see [7] for partitions of an integer; [12] for per-
mutations; [14] for partitions of a finite set; [25] for unary mappings).
Another area of growing interest is the establishment of general condi-
tions on the corresponding generating functions of the sequence [gn]
defined above under which a particular type of probability distribution will
appear asymptotically in the correponding structures. In the labeled case
the appropriate generating series to use is the exponential generating one,
while in the unlabeled case ordinary generating series in combination with
Po lya’s theory of counting are usually used (for more details see, e.g.,
[13]). Sufficient conditions for the occurrence of the Gaussian distribution
as a limiting one for the random variable Xn are obtained for various types
of generating functions by several authors. For instance, Canfield [3] has
shown that entire exponential generating functions lead to Gaussian dis-
tributions for the number of components parameter in a random relational
structure. A comparable result in a sequence construction has been
obtained by Bender [1]. Flajolet and Soria [9] have added another class
to the list of constructions leading to Gaussian distributions for the number
of components parameter investigating the case when singularities of
logarithmic type on the circle of convergence of the generating series
appear. They have proved a weak convergence result in that case. Further,
Gao and Richmond [10] have sharpened that convergence obtaining the
correponding local limit theorems for the same class of generating func-
tions. Finally, in [19] conditions of admissibility type are imposed on the
generating series and a convergence of Xn to a Gaussian random variable
is established in a form of a local limit theorem in the labeled case.
In this paper, we are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the number
Xn* of distinctly different component sizes in a relational structure. We
show that the limiting distribution of Xn* is a convolution of two distribu-
tions (one of which is always Gaussian) whenever a particular generating
function is of generalized admissibility type. Our proofs are based on a
method developed by Hayman [15] and extended in [19, 20] to a more
general class of generating series. We also rely our proof on the Curtiss’
modification of Le vy’s continuity theorem [5] and some facts from the
theory of infinitely divisible distributions [18].
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The problem concerning Xn* has the following short history. The first
asymptotic distribution result was obtained by Erdo s and Turan [8] in the
case of random permutations. (It was an auxiliary result in the long
probabilistic study of the order of the symmetric group of nth degree.) The
second one concerns partitions of a positive integer: in a recent paper Goh
and Schmutz [11] proved the asymptotic normality of Xn*. In [27] Wilf
studied the average number of distinct component sizes of three concrete
combinatorial structures: permutations, partitions of a positive integer, and
subspaces of an n-dimensional vector space over a finite field. It turns out
that the main terms in the asymptotic expansions for E(Xn) and E(Xn*)
coincide in the case of permutations of n letters, and they differ a constant
times log n factor in the case of partitions of a positive integer n as n  .
Moreover, Wilf derived a relation for the bivariate generating function
corresponding to the number g*n, k , the number of relational structures of
size n having k distinct component sizes. We state it below in a slightly
different form, using the distribution function of Xn* given by P(Xn*=k)=
g*n, k gn , k=0, 1, ..., n. Let us introduce the generating functions
g*(x, y)= :
n, k0
g*n, k y
kxn:n= :
n, k0
P(Xn*=k) y
kgnxn:n (1.1)
and
g(x)= g(x, 1)= :
n0
gn xn:n , (1.2)
where :n>0 are universal constants. If g(x) admits the representation
g(x)= ‘

m=1
fm(xm) (1.3)
then the following formal equality was established in [27]:
g*(x, y)= ‘

m=1
(1+y( fm(xm)&1)). (1.4)
Throughout the paper we shall assume that the factors fm satisfy the
inequalities
fm(rm)1, f $m(rm)>0 (1.5)
for r # (R1 , R), 0R1<R and m=1, 2, ... . Eqs. (1.1) and (1.4) are
used here later in conjunction with the Cauchy coefficient formula to
obtain the asymptotics of the mean, the second factorial moment and the
moment generating function of Xn*; (1.4) is also the starting point for the
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asymptotic analysis presented by Odlyzko and Richmond [21] who
showed for partitions of a set of cardinality n that
E(Xn*)te log n, (1.6)
while in striking contrast,
E(Xn)tnlog n (1.7)
as n  .
In what follows later we need the following notations:
f *(x)=

y
log g*(x, y)|y=1= :

m=1
(1&1fm(xm)), (1.8)
f **(x)=
2
y2
log g*(x, y)|y=1= :

m=1
(1&1fm(xm))2. (1.9)
Our paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 contains
preliminary facts concerning generalized admissible functions. In Section 3
we give the proof of our main results obtaining first asymptotic expressions
for E(Xn*), E(Xn*(Xn*&1)) and Var(Xn*). It turns out that they depend on
specific values of f *(x) and f **(x). The general formulas obtained explain
why in some cases of relational structures a striking contrast between
the asymptotics of E(Xn) and E(Xn*) appears (recall (1.6) and (1.7)).
Then, the pointwise convergence of the moment generating function of
(Xn*&E(Xn*))Var
12(Xn*) to the moment generating function of a convolu-
tion of two distributions is established as n  . Finally, we give some
applications of our main results in Section 4. We consider three typical
examples: partitons of a set of cardinality n, partitons of a positive integer
n, and unary mappings of a set of cardinality n.
2. PRELIMINARIES CONCERNING ADMISSIBLE FUNCTIONS
The class of admissible functions has been introduced by Hayman [15]
who developed a method for obtaining asymptotic expansions for the
coefficients of a wide class of analytic functions satisfying relatively mild
regularity conditions. Useful properties and various applications of the
method are discussed in detail by Odlyzko and Richmond [22], where the
term ‘‘H-admissibility’’ is preferred. In [19, 20] the class of H-admissible
functions is extended to the so-called GH-admissible functions (generalized
H-admissible functions).
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Definition. A function d(x), which is analytic for |x|<R and real
for real x, is said to be GH-admissible provided there is some R0 # [0, R)
such that for some function $(r) defined in the range R0<r<R to satisfy
0<$(r)? the conditions (I), (II), and (III) below are satisfied with
a(r)=r
d $(r)
d(r)
, b(r)=r
d $(r)
d(r)
+r2
d"(r)
d(r)
&r2 \d $(r)d(r) +
2
. (2.1)
(I) d(rei%)td(r) ei%a(r)h(%b12(r)) as r  R uniformly for |%|$(r),
where h(t) is an absolutely integrable and infinitely divisible characteristic
function defined by a nondegenerate probability distribution function with
zero mean and finite variance.
(II) $(r)|%| ? s(r; %) d(rei%) e&iZ&(r)% d%=o(d(r)&(r)) as r  R for
any real and finite Z{0, and for every pair of functions s(r; %) and
&(r); s(r; %) is possibly complex valued with bounded argument and such
that s(r; %)=O(1) as r  R uniformly for $(r)|%|?; &(r) satisfies
limr  R &(r)=.
(III) limr  R b(r)=.
The above definition needs some comments. Consider the power-series
distributed random variable !(r) whose distribution is determined by
Pr(!(r)=k)=gkrk:kg(r), k=0, 1, ..., (2.2)
where g(x) is given by (1.2) and 0<r<R. Then, Eq. (2.1) with d(x)=g(x)
imply that a(r)=E(!(r)), b(r)=Var(!(r)), where E( } ) and Var( } ) denote
the expectation and the variance defined by the probability distribution
function (2.2). Let :(r; t) denote the characteristic function of (!(r)&
E(!(r)))Var12(!(r)), namely
:(r; t)=E(exp[it(!(r)&E(!(r)))])Var12(!(r))]).
It is then easy to see using (2.2) that
:(r; t)=
g(reitb12(r))
g(r)
exp[&ita(r)b12(r)].
Setting %=tb12(r) in condition (I) of the Definition, one can immediately
establish the asymptotic behavior of :(r; t) whenever |t|$(r) b12(r) and
r  R, namely,
:(r; t)  h(t). (2.3)
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Hayman [15] has assumed that h(t)=e&t22, i.e., the only possible limit in
(2.3) is the characteristic function of the standard Gaussian distribution,
while the definition of GH-admissible functions involves all infinitely
divisible and absolutely continuous characteristic functions with finite
variances as such limits. (For necessary presentation of the theory of
infinitely divisible distributions we refer the reader to [18, Chapt. 5].)
The following two auxiliary facts concerning functions a(r), b(r), and
$(r) from the definition will be of great importance to the proof of our
main result. They are established in [19, 20]. If d(x) is GH-admissible
power series with nonnegative coefficients, then
$(r) b12(r)   (2.4)
as r  R. Moreover, there exists an absolute constant M>0 such that
a(r)b12(r)M (2.5)
as r  R. We shall also essentially use the asymptotic form of the coef-
ficients gn from (1.2). We state the result below in the general case of
GH-admissible generating functions g(x).
Lemma 1 [19]. If g(x) is a GH-admissible generating series and the
characteristic function h(t) (see I of the definition with d(x)=g(x)) is
represented by
h(t)=|

&
eitu dH(u), (2.6)
where H(u) is a probability distribution function such that H$(0) exists, then
gntg(rn) H$(0)rnnb12(rn):n
as n  , where rn is defined for large n by
a(rn)=n, R0<rn<R. (2.7)
Remark 2.1. It is easy to show [19] that
rn  R
as n  . That can be deduced directly, using (2.5) and condition (III) of
the definition of GH-admissible functions.
We also need an inequality comparing the behavior of the variances of
two power-series distributions. The first one b(r) is determined by (2.1)
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with d(x)=g(x) (see (1.2) for the definition of g(x)); the second one, which
will be denoted by b*(r), is defined in an analogous way by the power
series
g*(x)=e f *(x), (2.8)
where the form of f *(x) is given in (1.8). More precisely,
b*(r)=r
g*$(r)
g*(r)
+r2
g*"(r)
g*(r)
&r2
g*$2(r)
g*(r)
. (2.9)
Lemma 2. Suppose that representation (1.3) for g(r) holds, together with
assumptions (1.5), whenever r # (R1 , R). Then, for the same values of r we
have b*(r)b(r).
Proof. As in (2.8), we let
g(r)=e f (r), 0<r<R. (2.10)
Then by (1.3)
f (r)= :

m=1
log fm(rm).
On the other hand, (2.1), (2.8)(2.10) imply simpler expressions for b(r)
and b*(r) in terms of f (r) and f *(r), respectively,
b(r)=rf $(r)+r2f "(r), (2.11)
b*(r)=rf *$(r)+r2f *"(r). (2.12)
We recall now (1.5). The inequality
f *$(r) f $(r) (2.13)
follows after a direct comparison between the summands of
f $(r)= :
m=1
mrm&1f $m(rm)fm(rm)
and
f *$(r)= :

m=1
mrm&1f $m(rm)f 2m(r
m).
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Differentiating again we obtain at once the inequality between the second
derivatives:
f *"(r)= :

m=1
(mrm&1f $m(rm))$fm(rm)& :

m=1
(mrm&1)2 f $2(rm)f 3m(r
m)
 :

m=1
(mrm&1f $m(rm)fm(rm))$= f "(r). (2.14)
A combination of (2.11)(2.14) yields the required inequality. K
Finally, turning our attention to the distribution function H(u) from
(2.6), we note that from the absolute integrability of h(t) it follows that
H(u) is absolutely continuous on (&, ) (see [18, Theorem 3.2.2]). In
our lemma below we establish an upper bound for |h(t)|, assuming that
H(u) is only continuous (i.e., H(u) is either absolutely continuous, or
singular, or a mixture of a singular and absolutely continuous distribu-
tions). Thus we prove a somewhat stronger result than what we actually
shall use.
Lemma 3. Suppose that the characteristic function h(t), defined by (2.6),
represents the Fourier transform of a continuous, nondegenerate and
infinitely divisible distribution function H(u) with zero mean and finite
variance. Then
|h(t)|e&;h |t|
for |t|t0>0, where the constant ;h>0 depends on h(t) (H(u)) and does
not depend on t.
Proof. We shall first apply the Le vyKhinchin’s representation for h(t):
h(t)=exp _itc+|

& \eitu&1&
itu
1+u2+
1+u2
u2
dL(u)& .
Here c is a real constant and L(u) is a bounded, nondecreasing function
such that L(&)=0 and the value of the integrand at u=0 is considered
to equal to &t22. Then
|h(t)|=exp {Re _itc+|

& \eitu&1&
itu
1+u2+
1+u2
u2
dL(u)&=
=exp _|

&
(cos tu&1)
1+u2
u2
dL(u)&
=exp _&2 |

&
(sin2(tu2))
1+u2
u2
dL(u)& .
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By the inequality (sin y)y2? for | y|?2, one can immediately obtain
the following upper bound:
|h(t)|exp _&2t
2
?2 |
?|t|
&?|t|
(1+u2) dL(u)&exp _&2t
2
?2 |
?|t|
&?|t|
dL(u)& . (2.15)
Suppose first that
L(2)&L(0)
2
#>0 (2.16)
for some constant # as 2  0. Note that assumption (2.16) is satisfied if either
L$(0)>0 or L(u) has a jump at u=0. (Recall that L(u) is nondecreasing, so that
its discontinuities are jumps.) From (2.15) and (2.16) we obtain
|h(t)|exp {&2 |t|? _
L(?|t| ))&L(0)
?|t|
+
L(&?|t| )&L(0)
&?|t| &=e&4# |t|?
for sufficiently large t’s in absolute value. Thus our inequality is proved
with ;h=4#?.
Now consider the case L$(0)=0. In addition, assume for a moment
that L(u) is pure singular. Differentiating both sides of Le vyKhinchin’s
formula and setting then t=0, we can express the variance _2 of H(u) in
terms of L(u) in the following way:
_2=|

&
(1+u2) dL(u)=|

&
u2 dH(u).
We have 0<_2<, so that the same inequalities hold for
& (1+u
2) dL(u). Combining this with the necessity of the third part of
the theorem due to Blum and Rosenblatt [2] (see also [18, Theorem
5.5.5]), which asserts that
|

&
u&2 dL(u)=, (2.17)
one can easily conclude that the conditions: (i) L(u) is a pure singular
function and (ii) L$(0)=0 cannot be satisfied simultaneosly. Note that the
case L$(0)>0 was considered above regardless the type of L(u). Hence,
it remains to consider only the case of an absolutely continuous L(u).
Suppose that L$(u)=0 for |u|A. But H(u) is a continuous distribution
function. So, by (2.17) we find that
=|

&
u&2 dL(u)=\|
&A
&
+|

A + u&2 dL(u)A&2 \|
&A
&
+|

A + dL(u)
A&2 \|
&A
&
+|

A + (1+u2) dL(u)=_2A2<.
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We may therefore conclude that in any neighborhood of u=0 there are
points u such that L$(u)>0. Thus, for t’s sufficiently large in absolute
value, say |t|t0>0, and for any +>0
|
?|t|1++|u|?|t|
dL(u)=L(?|t| )&L(?|t| 1++)
=[L(?t0)&L(?|t| 1++)]+[L(?|t| )&L(?t0)]
tL$(?t0) ?|t|&L$(?t0) ?|t| 1++*(t0)|t|,
where *(t0)>0 does not depend on t. Returning now to inequalities (2.15),
we obtain
|h(t)|exp \&2t
2
?2 |?|t|1++|u|?|t| dL(u)exp(&2 |t| *(t0)?
2)+ ,
which concludes the proof of the required inequality with ;h=
2*(t0)?2. K
3. THE LIMITING DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER
OF DISTINCT COMPONENT SIZES
We first proceed to establish asymptotic estimates for the mean and
second factorial moment of Xn*. For the sake of convenience let us denote
F(x)=f *2(x)&f **(x) (3.1)
(see (1.8) and (1.9)). Moreover, to simplify the notations we introduce the
finite difference operator defined by
2l U( y)=U( y+l )&U( y)
for any function U( y) and any number l and its iterations
2ml U( y)=2l (2
m&1
l U( y)), m2.
Proposition. Let g(x), the generating function of the number of rela-
tional structures of sizes n, be a GH-admissible function, which can be
presented in the form (1.3). Suppose that representation (2.6) for the charac-
teristic function h(t) in (I) of the definition admits a probability distribution
function H(u) such that H$(u) exists in a neighborhood of u=0. Moreover,
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determine rn for large values of n by Eq. (2.7). Then for any k01 we
have
gn rnn:nE(Xn*)= f *(rn) gnr
n
n:n+
g(rn)
b12(rn)
_ :
k0&1
m=1
rmn f *
(m)(rn)
m!
[21b12(rn)H$(0)+,m(rn)]
+O(rk0n g(rn) f *
(k0)(rn)b(k0+1)2(rn) (3.2)
and
gnrnn :nE(Xn*(Xn*&1))=F(rn) gn r
n
n:n+
g(rn)
b12(rn)
_ :
k0&1
m=1
rmn F
(m)(rn)
m !
[2m1b12(rn) H$(0)+,m(rn)]
+O(rk0n g(rn) F
(k0)(rn)b(k0+1)2(rn)) (3.3)
as n  , where
,m(rn)=O(e&;h$(rn) b
12(rn))+o(2m1b12(rn)H$(0)+b
&m2(rn))) (3.4)
and the absolute constant ;h>0 is defined by Lemma 3. (When k0=1 the
correponding sums in (3.3) and (3.2) are considered to equal to 0.)
Proof. To determine asymptotically the mean E(Xn*), we need to
differentiate (1.1) and (1.4) with respect to y. Setting then y=1, we obtain
g*(x, y)
y } y=1= :n, k0 kP(Xn*=k) gn :nx
n
= :

n=0
E(Xn*) gn :nx
n=g(x) f *(x)
(recall again (1.8) for the expression of f *(x)). Hence, the value of E(Xn*)
is itself computed by means of the Cauchy integral formula with x=rn ei%
and rn determined by (2.7). Thus, expanding f *(rn ei%) by Taylor’s formula,
we can write
gnrnn:n E(Xn*)=
1
2? |
?
&?
g(rnei%) f *(rnei%) e&in% d%
=I0 f *(rn)+ :
k0&1
m=1
rmn
m!
f *(m)(rn)(Im+I$m)+Ik0+I$k0 , (3.5)
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where
I0=
1
2? |
?
&?
g(rn ei%) e&in% d%=gn rnn:n ,
Im=
1
2? |
$(rn)
&$(rn)
g(rnei%)(ei%&1)m e&in% d%, m=1, ..., k0&1,
I$m=
1
2? |$(rn)<|%|? g(rne
i%)(ei%&1)m e&in% d%, m=1, ..., k0&1,
Ik0=
rk0n
2?k0 ! |
$(rn)
&$(rn)
g(rnei%)(ei%&1)k0 e&in%f *(k0)(rnei%0) d%,
(3.6)
I$k0=
rk0n
2?k0 ! _|
&$(rn)
&?
g(rnei%)(ei%&1)k0 e&in%f *(k0)(rnei%1) d%
+|
?
$(rn)
g(rnei%)(ei%&1)k0 e&in%f *(k0)(rnei%2) d%& ,
&$(rn)<%0=%0(%)<$(rn), &?<%1=%1(%)< &$(rn),
$(rn)<%2=%2(%)<?.
To estimate the integrals Im we shall use Condition (I) of the definition,
the inversion formula for characteristic functions [18, Theorem 3.2.2], an
explicit representation of the m th iteration of the operator 2 at the point
0 with step 1b12(rn), and Lemma 3. Hence we obtain
Im=
g(rn)(1+1|0(n))
2? |
$(rn)
&$(rn)
ei%(a(rn)&n)h(%b12(rn))(ei%&1)m d%
=
g(rn)(1+1|0(n))
2?b12(rn)
:
m
j=0 \
m
j + (&1)m& j |
$(rn) b12(rn)
&$(rn) b12(rn)
h(t) eitjb12(rn) dt
=
g(rn)(1+1|0(n))
2?b12(rn)
:
m
j=0 \
m
j + (&1)m&j _|

&
h(t) eitjb12(rn) dt
&|
|t|>$(rn) b12(rn)
h(t) eitjb12(rn) dt&
=
g(rn)(1+1|0(n))
b12(rn) _ :
m
j=0 \
m
j + (&1)m&j H$( jb12(rn))+m(rn)&
=
g(rn)(1+1|0(n))
b12(rn)
[2m1b12(rn) H$(0)+m(rn)], (3.7)
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where |0(n) is some function such that ||0(n)|   as n   and
|m(rn)|= }& :
m
j=0 \
m
j + (&1)m&j ||t|>$(rn) b12(rn) h(t) eitjb
12(rn) dt }
 :
m
j=0 \
m
j + ||t|>$(rn) b12(rn) |h(t)| dt2m+1e&;h$(rn) b
12(rn);h . (3.8)
Applying Condition (II) of the definition with &(rn)=a(rn)=n and
s(rn ; %)=1, and the combinatorial identity
:
m
j=0 \
m
j +
(&1)m&j
n&j
=1(n&m) \ nm+
(see, e.g., [24, Chapt. 3, Problem 9]), one can also estimate the integals I$m
as
I$m=
1
2?
:
m
j=0 \
m
j + (&1)m&j |$(rn)<|%|? g(rn ei%) e&i(n&j)% d%
=o \g(rn) :
m
j=0
(&1)m&j
n&j +=o \
g(rn)
(n&m)( nm)+=o \
g(rn)
nm+1+
=o \ g(rn)b(m+1)2(rn)+ , (3.9)
where in the last relation the comparison (2.5) between a(rn) and b12(rn)
is used, together with (2.7). For I$k0 in a similar way we obtain
I$k0=
rk0n f *
(k0)(rn)
2?k0 !
:
k0
j=0 \
k0
j + (&1)k0&j
_|
&$(rn)
&?
g(rnei%) e&i(n&j)%
f *(k0)(rnei%1)
f *(k0)(rn)
d%
+|
?
$(rn)
g(rnei%) e&i(n&j)%
f *(k0)(rnei%2)
f *(k0)(rn)
d%&
=o \rk0n f *(k0)(rn) g(rn) :
k0
j=0 \
k0
j +
(&1)k0&j
n&j +=o \
rk0n f *
(k0)(rn) g(rn)
(n&k0)( nk0) +
=o \r
k0
n f *
(k0)(rn) g(rn)
nk0+1 +=o \
rk0n f *
(k0)(rn) g(rn)
b(k0+1)2(rn) + . (3.10)
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Finally, by Condition (I) of the definition we have
Ik0t
rk0n g(rn)
2? |
$(rn)
&$(rn)
h(%b12(rn))(ei%&1)k0 f *(k0)(rnei%0(%)) d%
=
rk0n g(rn) f *
(k0)(rn)
2?b12(rn) |
$(rn) b12(rn)
&$(rn) b12(rn)
h(t)(eitb12(rn)&1)k0
_
f *(k0)(rnei%0(tb
12(rn)))
f *(k0)(rn)
dt
=O \r
k0
n g(rn) f *
(k0)(rn)
b (k0+1)2(rn) |
$(rn) b12(rn)
&$(rn) b12(rn)
|h(t)| |t|k0 dt+ .
But from Lemma 3 one can easily obtain that
|
$(rn) b12(rn)
&$(rn) b12(rn)
|h(t)| |t| k0 dt=O(1),
which yields the following estimate for Ik0 :
Ik0=O(r
k0
n g(rn) f *
(k0)(rn)b(k0+1)2(rn)). (3.11)
Now let us denote
,m(rn)=m(rn)(1+1|0(n))+2m1b12(rn) H$(0)|0(n)+b
12(rn) I$mg(rn).
(3.12)
It is clear that (3.8) and (3.9) give the estimate in (3.4). Replacing (3.6),
(3.7) and (3.10)(3.12) into (3.5) we get the asymptotic estimate in (3.2).
To find an asymptotic expression for the second factorial moment of Xn*
we differentiate (1.1) and (1.4) two times with respect to y, setting then
y=1. Thus, our starting point to asymptotic analysis will be
2
y2
g*(x, y) } y=1= :n0, k1 k(k&1) P(Xn*=k) gnx
n:n
= :

n=0
E(Xn*(Xn*&1)) gnx
n:n
=g(x) f *2(x)&g(x) f **(x)=g(x) F(x),
where notation (3.1) is used in the last relation. Following step by step the
reasoning given for the estimate of E(Xn*) gnr
n
n :n , one can derive in the
same way the asymptotic formula (3.3). K
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Eqs. (3.2)(3.4) of the proposition can be used to obtain asymptotic
expessions for Var(Xn*) in various particular cases. The corollaries given
below cover the most important situations where the machinery of the GH-
admissible functions can be applied to study difficult problems concerning
distinct component sizes in combinatorial structures of current interest.
Corollary 1. Suppose that the hypothesis of the proposition holds. If
rnF $(rn)b12(rn)=O(1) and f *(rn)   as n  , then
E(Xn*)t f *(rn)
and
Var(Xn*)= f *(rn)&f **(rn)+O(1)
as n  .
Proof. We shall use the well-known expression
Var(Xn*)=E(Xn*(Xn*&1))+E(Xn*)&(E(Xn*))
2. (3.13)
We first note that the hypothesis implies that
rn f *$(rn)b12(rn)=o(1), n  . (3.14)
In fact, by (3.1)
F $(r)=2 f *(r) f *$(r)& f **$(r). (3.15)
Then, differentiating (1.8) and (1.9), we get
f **$(r)2 f *$(r), (3.16)
which in combination with (3.15) yields F $(r)2 f *$(r)( f *(r)&1). This
inequality, together with the asumptions of the corollary, implies (3.14).
Applying now the result of Lemma 1, we can simplify (3.2) and (3.3) as
E(Xn*)= f *(rn)+O(rn f *$(rn)b
12(rn)),
E(Xn*(Xn*&1))=F(rn)+O(rn F $(rn)b
12(rn)).
Replacing these asymptotic expressions into (3.13) and taking into account
(3.1), (3.14), and (3.16), we obtain
Var(Xn*)= f *
2(rn)&f **(rn)+O(rn F $(rn)b12(rn))+ f *(rn)
+O(rn f *$(rn)b12(rn))& f *2(rn)+O(rn f *(rn) f *$(rn)b12(rn))
= f *(rn)& f **(rn)+(rn(F $(rn)+ f **$(rn))b12(rn))
= f *(rn)& f **(rn)+O(1). K
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Corollary 2. Suppose that the hypothesis of the proposition holds with
a distribution function H(u) such that H$$$(0) exists, H$(0){0, H"(0)=0
and, b(rn) e&;h$(rn) b
12(rn)=o(1) as n  , where ;h was defined in Lemma 3.
If r3n f *$$$(rn)b
32(rn)=o(1) and f **(rn)t\f *(rn)   as n  , where
0\<1, then
E(Xn*)tf *(rn)
and
Var(Xn*)=(1&\) f *(rn)+H$$$(0) r
2
n f *$
2(rn)H$(0) b(rn)+o( f *(rn))
+O(r3n F $$$(rn)b
32(rn))
as n  .
Proof. Set first k0=3 in the proposition. Applying the result of
Lemma 1, (3.2) and (3.3) become
E(Xn*)= f *(rn)+
rn f *$(rn) ,1(rn)
(1+1|1(n)) H$(0)
+
r2n f *"(rn)
2(1+1|1(n)) H$(0) \
H$$$(0)
b(rn)
+,2(rn)++o(1), (3.17)
E(Xn*(Xn*&1))= f *
2(rn)& f **(rn)+
rn F $(rn) ,1(rn)
(1+1|1(n)) H$(0)
+
r2nF"(rn)
2(1+1|1(n)) H$(0) \
H$$$(0)
b(rn)
+,2(rn)+
+O \r
3
nF $$$(rn)
b32(rn) + , (3.18)
respectively, where |1(n) is a function such that ||1(n)|   as n  .
Note that (3.4) and the hypothesis imply that
,j (rn)=o(b&j2(rn)), j=1, 2. (3.19)
At this point we shall also introduce the notation a*(r) to denote the
logarithmic derivative of g*(r)=e f *(r), i.e.,
a*(r)=rf *$(r). (3.20)
Recalling (2.12), where the notation b*(r) was defined, we point out the
following simple, but very important, inequality,
a*(r)(b*(r) f *(r))12. (3.21)
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It can be easily proved with the aid of the Schwarz inequality (E(’)
(E(’2))12) for the first two moments of the power-series random variable
’ with the distribution function
Pr(’=k)= f k*rkf *(r), k=0, 1, ..., 0<r<R
( f k* denotes the coefficient of xk in the power series expansion of f *(x); see
(1.8)). Using our new notation and applying Lemma 2, (3.19) with j=1,
and (3.21), we obtain the following estimate for the second summand in
(3.17):
rn f *$(rn) ,1(rn)
(1+1|1(n)) H$(0)
=o \ a*(rn)b12(rn)+=o \
a*(rn)
b*12(rn)+=o( f *12(rn)). (3.22)
In a similar way, by (2.12), Lemma 2, and (3.19) with j=2,
r2n f *"(rn)
2(1+1|1(n)) H$(0) \
H$$$(0)
b(rn)
+,2(rn)+=O \r
2
n f *"(rn)
b(rn) +
=O \b*(rn)b(rn) +=O(1). (3.23)
Therefore we also have
r2n f *"(rn)b(rn)=O(1). (3.24)
Finally, we recall (3.15) and the expression of its derivative:
F"(r)=2 f *"(r) f *(r)+2f *$2(r)&f **"(r). (3.25)
We now conclude the proof by placing (3.17) and (3.18) into (3.13):
Var(Xn*) (by (3.15), (3.25), (3.22), and (3.23))
=f *2(rn)& f **(rn)+
2rn f *(rn) f *$(rn) ,1(rn)
(1+1|1(n)) H$(0)
&
rn f **$(rn) ,1(rn)
(1+1|1(n)) H$(0)
+
2r2n f *"(rn) f *(rn) H$$$(0)
2b(rn) H$(0)(1+1|1(n))
+
2r2n f *$
2(rn) H$$$(0)
2b(rn) H$(0)(1+1|1(n))
&
r2n f **"(rn) H$$$(0)
2b(rn) H$(0)(1+1|1(n))
+
2r2n f *"(rn) f *(rn) ,2(rn)
2(1+1|1(n)) H$(0)
+
2r2n f *$
2(rn) ,2(rn)
2(1+1|1(n)) H$(0)
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&
r2n f **"(rn) ,2(rn)
2(1+1|1(n)) H$(0)
+O \r
3
n F $$$(rn)
b32(rn) ++ f *(rn)+o( f *12(rn))+O(1)+o(1)
& f *2(rn)&o( f *(rn))&O(1)&
2rn f *(rn) f *$(rn) ,1(rn)
(1+1|1(n)) H$(0)
&
2r2n f *"(rn) f *(rn) H$$$(0)
2(1+1|1(n)) H$(0) b(rn)
&
2r2n f *"(rn) f *(rn) ,2(rn)
2(1+1|1(n)) H$(0)
+o( f *(rn))&
2r3n f *$(rn) ,1(rn) f *"(rn) H$$$(0)
2(1+1|1(n))2 H $2(0) b(rn)
&
2r3n f *$(rn) ,1(rn) f *"(rn) ,2(rn)
2(1+1|1(n))2 H $2(0)
+o( f *12(rn))+o(1)
(by the hypotheses on f **(rn), (3.19), and (3.24))
=(1&\) f *(rn)(1+o(1))&
rn\f *$(rn) ,1(rn)(1+o(1))
(1+1|1(n)) H$(0)
+
r2n f *$
2(rn) H$$$(0)
b(rn) H$(0)(1+1|1(n))
&
r2n \f *"(rn) H$$$(0)(1+o(1))
2b(rn) H$(0)(1+1|1(n))
+o \a*
2(rn)
b(rn) +&
r2n\f *"(rn) ,2(rn)(1+o(1))
2(1+1|1(n)) H$(0)
+O \r
3
n F $$$(rn)
b32(rn) ++o( f *(rn))&O \
a*(rn)
b12(rn)+&o \
a*(rn)
b12(rn)+
(by (3.19), (3.23), and (3.21))
=(1&\) f *(rn)+o( f *(rn))&o(a*(rn)b12(rn))
+
r2n f *$
2(rn) H$$$(0)
b(rn) H$(0)(1+1|1(n))
&O(1)+o( f *(rn))&o(1)
+O \r
3
n F $$$(rn)
b32(rn) +&O( f *12(rn))&o( f *12(rn))
=(1&\) f *(rn)+
r2n f *$
2(rn) H$$$(0)
b(rn) H$(0)
+o( f *(rn))+O \r
3
nF $$$(rn)
b32(rn) + . K
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Remark 3.1. Lemma 2 and (3.21) imply the following maximal order
for the second term of the variance estimate in Corollary 2:
r2n f *$
2(rn)b(rn)a*2(rn)b*(rn)f *(rn).
Furthermore, let us assume that the error term satisfies
O(r3nF $$$(rn)b
32(rn))=o( f *(rn)). (3.26)
as n  . If we combine these two facts with the variance estimate in
Corollary 2, we immediately conclude that
Var(Xn*)=C0 f *(rn)+o( f *(rn)), (3.27)
with a constant C0 defined by
C0=1&\+(H$$$(0)H$(0)) lim
n  
r2n f *$
2(rn)b(rn). (3.28)
Corollary 3. Suppose that the hypothesis of the proposition holds with
a distribution function H(u), differentiable infinitely many times at u=0.
Moreover, let f *(x), f **(x) and H(u) satisfy the following conditions for
large values of n:
(i) :

k=1
rkn f *
(k)(rn)k ! bk2(rn)<;
(ii) f *(rn)  , f **(rn)=o( f *(rn));
(iii) :

k=1
F (k)(rn)&2f *(k)(rn) f *(rn)
k ! bk2(rn)
=o( f *(rn));
(iv) the constant ;h determined in Lemma 3 is such that
bk2(rn) exp[&;h$(rn) b12(rn)]=o(1), k=1, 2, ... .
Then
E(Xn*)t f *(rn), Var(Xn*)t f *(rn)
as n  .
Proof. The corollary follows in a manner similar to that used pre-
viously. Here the finite sums in (3.2) and (3.3) are replaced by conver-
gent series. The proof is again based on the fact that the term
2 k=1 r
k
n f *
(k)(rn)k ! bk2(rn) contributes a summand of order O( f *(rn))
in E(Xn*(Xn*&1)) which is canceled by the corresponding double products
in (E(Xn*))
2. The details are not difficult but tedious and we omit them. K
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Remark 3.2. It is easily seen that
E(Xn*)= f *(rn)+o(1), n  ,
under the assumptions of Corollary 1, and that
E(Xn*)= f *(rn)+O(1), n  ,
under the assumptions of Corollaries 2 and 3.
Theorem. Let +n= f *(rn)+O(1), _2n=Var(Xn*),
a*(rn)b12(rn)_n=rn f *$(rn)b12(rn)_n  C1 ,
and
f **(rn)f *(rn)  C2
as n  , where 0Cj1, j=1, 2. Suppose that the conditions of the
proposition hold with a distribution function H(u) such that H$(u) exists
(&<u<) and H$(0){0. Furthermore, let _n   and
$2(rn) b(rn)_n=o(1) (3.29)
as n  :
(i) If the additional assumptions of Corollary 1 are satisfied, then the
random variable (Xn*&+n)_n converges weakly to a limiting distribution,
whose moment generating function is eu22H$(&uC1)H$(0).
(ii) If the additional assumptions of Corollary 2, together with (3.26)
are satisfied, so that the variance estimate (3.27) holds with C0>0 and
C2<1, then the random variable (Xn*&+n)_n converges weakly to a limiting
distribution, whose moment generating function is eu2(1&C2)2C0H$(&uC1)
H$(0), where C0 is defined by (3.28).
(iii) If the additional assumptions of Corollary 3 are satisfied, then the
weak convergence established in part (i) again holds.
Proof. The proof relies again on the estimation of a Cauchy integral
stemming from Eqs. (1.1) and (1.4). Thus, for the probability generating
function of Xn* ,
E( yXn*)= :
n
k=0
P(Xn*=k) y
k
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( | y|1), we obtain the representation
gn rnn:nE( y
Xn*)=
1
2? |
?
&?
g*(rn ei%, y) e&in% d%=J1( y)+J2( y), (3.30)
where
J1( y)=
1
2? |
$(rn)
&$(rn)
g*(rnei%, y) e&in% d%,
J2( y)=
1
2? |$(rn)<|%|? g*(rne
i%, y) e&in% d%.
It turns out that the contribution of J2( y) is negligible in comparison with
J1( y). Actually, | g*(rnei%, y)|g(rn) and thus, by Condition (II) of the
definition, we get
J2( y)=o(g(rn)n)=o(g(rn)a(rn))=o(g(rn)b12(rn))
as n   (see also (2.7) and (2.5)). Comparing this with the asymptotic
equivalence of Lemma 1, we find that
J2( y)=o(gnrnn :n), n  . (3.31)
For the sake of convenience, we shall use further the notation G(x, y) for
the bivariate function defined by
g*(x, y)=eG(x, y). (3.32)
It is then easy to check that
G(x, 1)= f (x) (see (2.10)),

y
G(x, y)} y=1= f *(x) (see (1.8)),
2
y2
G(x, y)}y=1=& f **(x) (see (1.9)),
3
y3
G(x, y)}y=1=2 :

m=1
(1&1fm(xm))3.
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These calculations determine the coefficients in the following expansion of
G(x, y) obtained by Taylor’s formula:
G(rnei%, y)= f (rnei%)+( y&1) f *(rnei%)& 12 ( y&1)
2 f **(rnei%)
+O \ | y&1|3 :

m=1
(1&1fm(rmn ))
3+ . (3.33)
Replacing (3.32) and (3.33) into the integrand of J1( y) and applying
Condition (I) of the definition, we get
J1( y)=
1
2? |
$(rn)
&$(rn)
exp _ f (rnei%)+( y&1) f *(rnei%)
&
1
2
( y&1)2 f **(rnei%)
+O \ | y&1|3 :

m=1
(1&1fm(rmn ))
3+& e&in% d%
=
1
2? |
$(rn)
&$(rn)
g(rnei%) exp _( y&1) f *(rnei%)&12 ( y&1)2 f **(rnei%)
+O \ | y&1|3 :

m=1
(1&1fm(rmn ))
3+& e&in% d%
=
g(rn)
2? |
$(rn)
&$(rn)
h(%b12(rn)) exp _( y&1) f *(rnei%)
&
1
2
( y&1)2 f **(rnei%)
+O \ | y&1|3 :

m=1
(1&1fm(rmn ))
3+& d%
=
g(rn)
2?b12(rn) |
$(rn) b12(rn)
&$(rn) b12(rn)
h(t) exp _( y&1) f *(rneitb12(rn))
&
1
2
( y&1)2 f **(rneitb
12(rn))
+O \ | y&1|3 :

m=1
(1&1fm(rmn ))
3+& dt.
Now we set
y=eu_n, &<u<. (3.34)
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Thus we have y & 1 = u_n + u22_2n + O( |u|
3_3n), ( y & 1)
2 = u2_2n +
O( |u| 3_3n), and ( y&1)
3=O( |u| 3_3n). Moreover Taylor’s formula, (2.12),
and Lemma 2 imply that
f *(rneitb
12(rn))= f *(rn)+rn f *$(rn)(eitb
12(rn)&1)
+O(r2n f *"(rn) |t|
2b(rn))
= f *(rn)+itrn f *$(rn)b12(rn)
+O((rn f *$(rn)+r2n f *"(rn)) |t|
2b(rn))
= f *(rn)+itrn f *$(rn)b12(rn)+O(b*(rn) |t| 2b(rn))
= f *(rn)+itrn f *$(rn)b12(rn)+O( |t| 2)
= f *(rn)+itrn f *$(rn)b12(rn)+O($2(rn) b(rn)).
The estimate of the error term in the exponent of the integrand is
obvious if C2{1. In fact, we get then _3n to be of order const f *
32(rn),
while
:

m=1
(1&1fm(rmn ))
3 f *(rn)=O(_2n).
Consequently,
O \ |u| 3 _&3n :

m=1
(1&1fm(rmn ))
3+=O( |u| 3_n), n  . (3.35)
If C2=1, then we need the exact value of the coefficient of u3_3n after sub-
stituting y by (3.34). Omitting tedious details, we only point out that this
coefficient is equal to
(16) f *(rn)&(12) f **(rn)+(13) :

m=1
(1&1fm(rmn ))
3
=(16)( f *(rn)& f **(rn))&(13) \ f **(rn)& :

m=1
(1&1fm(rmn ))
3+
=(16) _2n&O(_
2
n)=O(_
2
n).
In that way we again conclude that (3.35) holds.
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Multiplying J1( y) by e&+nu_n and replacing the last asymptotic relations
into the integrand, we obtain
J1( y) e&u+n_nt
g(rn) e&u+n_n
2?b12(rn) |
$(rn) b12(rn)
&$(rn) b12(rn)
h(t)
_exp _ u_n f *(rn)+
iturn f *(rn)
b12(rn)_n
+O( |u| $2(rn) b(rn)_n)
+
u2
2_2n
f *(rn)+O(u2 $(rn) rn f *$(rn)_2n)&
u2
2_2n
f **(rn)
+O($(rn) rn f **$(rn) u2_2n)+O( |u|
3_n)& dt
=
g(rn)
2?b12(rn) |
$(rn) b12(rn)
&$(rn) b12(rn)
h(t)
_exp _ u_n ( f *(rn)&+n)+
iturn f *$(rn)
b12(rn)_n
+
u2
2_2n
( f *(rn)& f **(rn))+O( |u| $2(rn) b(rn)_n)& dt.
(3.36)
Consider now parts (i) and (iii) simultaneusly. By the hypothesis on the
behavior of +n , _n (see also Corollaries 1 and 3) and (3.29) we find that the
limit of the integrand in (3.36) is h(t) exp(ituC1+u22). Moreover, the
conditions of Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem [26, p. 291] are
satisfied. By (2.4) and the inversion formula for characteristic functions
[18, Theorem 3.2.2] we may therefore conclude that
J1( y) e&u+n_nt
g(rn)
2?b12(rn)
eu22 |

&
h(t) eituC1 dt=
g(rn) eu
22H$(&uC1)
b12(rn)
.
(3.37)
Combining (3.30), (3.31), (3.34), and (3.37) with the result of Lemma 1,
one can easily establish that
lim
n  
E[exp(u(Xn*&+n)_n)]=e
u22H$(&uC1)H$(0).
Our assertions now follow from Curtiss’ variant of Le vy’s continuity
theorem [5].
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In part (ii) it suffices to verify in the same way that
lim
n  
E[exp(u(Xn*&+n)_n)]=e
u2(1&C2)2C0H$(&uC1)H$(0),
if _2ntC0 f *(rn), which completes the proof of the theorem. K
4. APPLICATIONS
We shall indicate three typical classes of structures whose generating
functions satisfy the conditions of the theorem. They will in fact lead to
typical expressions for GH-admissible generating series used in enumer-
ative combinatorics.
Example 1 (Partitions of a finite set; a case of entire f (x)). Let gn
denote the n th Bell number which equals the number of partitions of an
n-element set. Then it is well known that
g(x)=exp(ex&1)= ‘

m=1
exmm !, :n=1n !
(see, e.g., [6, Section 6.1]). Consequently,
a(r)=rer, b(r)=(r+r2)er. (4.1)
The solution rn of the equation a(rn)=n may be found again in [6, Sec-
tion 2.4],
rn=log n&log log n+ :

k=0
:

m=0
bkm(log log n)m+1 (log n)&k&m&1 (4.2)
(bkm are absolute constants). From (4.1) and (4.2) it easily follows that
b(rn)tn log n.
The quickest way to prove that exp(ex&1) is GH-admissible function is to
combine Theorems VI and X of Hayman [15] (see also [22, Theorem 2]).
Thus, one may conclude that exp(ex&1) is even H-admissible. It is esily
seen that
e&i%a(rn)g(rnei%)g(rn)=exp[&%2b(rn)2+O( |%| 3 nr2n)]. (4.3)
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The asymptotic behavior of
f *(x)= :

m=1
(1&e&xmm !)
as |x|  (=R) was thoroughly studied by Odlyzko and Richmond [21].
They showed that the average number of the distinct block sizes in a
random partition of an n-element set is
E(Xn*)t f *(rn)ternte log n
as n   (recall (1.6) and compare with (1.7)). The result of Corollary 1
implies also that
Var(Xn*)t f *(rn)& f **(rn)= :

m=1
(1&e&rn
mm !) e&rn
mm !.
as n  . In the Appendix we shall show that
f *(rn)& f **(rn)tlog log n
and
rn f *$(rn)=O(log2 n)
as n  . Hence C1=0. Moreover, from (3.29) and (4.3) it follows that
$(rn)=$n should satisfy the equality
$n=1(n13 log23 n) 01(n),
where 01(n) is such that 01(n)  ,(nlog n)1601(n)  , and
(nlog n)1601(n)(log log n)12=o(1)
as n  . Part (i) of the theorem, together with Curtiss’ variant of Le vy’s
continuity theorem, now implies that
lim
n  
P((Xn*&e log n)(log log n)
12<v)=(2?)&12 |
v
&
e&w22 dw.
This result seems to be new.
Example 2 (Partitions of a positive integer; a case when the circle of
convergence of g(x) is a natural boundary). Here we denote by g(x) the
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ordinary generating function of the numbers p(n), the number of the
partitions of a positive integer n, i.e.,
g(x)= :

n=0
p(n) xn(:n=1).
It is well known that g(x) admits the representation
g(x)= ‘

k=1
(1&xk)&1.
Moreover, its asymptotic behavior in a neighborhood of R=1 is expressed
by
g(x)t((1&x)2?)12 exp[?26(1&x)] (4.4)
as x  1. In fact, the generating function g(x) has intensively been studied and
the circle method of Hardy and Ramanujan shows that it is H-admissible
(i.e., GH-admissible). For necessary details and proofs we refer the reader,
e.g., to [23, Chapt. 9]. Straightforward calculations yield
a(r)= :

k=1
rk
(1&rk)2
t
?2
6(1&r)2
, (4.5)
b(r)= :

k=1
krk
(1&rk)2
+2 :

k=1
krk+1
(1&rk)3
=
?2
3(1&r)3
(1+O(&(1&r) log(1&r))) (4.6)
as r  1&. It is easy to see that (4.5) implies the asymptotic expansion for the
solution rn of the equation a(rn)=n,
rn=1&?(6n)12+o(n&12) (4.7)
as n  . Wilf ’s generating function result [27] tells us that
g*(x, y)= :
n, k0
P(Xn*=k) y
kp(n)xn
= ‘

m=1 \1+
yxm
1&xm+ .
Differentiating with respect to y and setting y=1, we obtain

y
g*(x, y)} y=1=g(x) f *(x)=xg(x)(1&x).
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So, we simply have
f *(x)=x(1&x), xf *$(x)=x(1&x)2. (4.8)
Setting x=rn in (4.6) and (4.8) and applying (4.7), we find that
b(rn)t
2
?
612n32, (4.9)
f *(rn)t(6n)12?, (4.10)
rn f *$(rn)t6n?2 (4.11)
as n  . In a similar way,
f **(x)=x2(1&x2),
so that
f **(rn)t(6n)122?, n  . (4.12)
Furthermore, the equality
F $$$(x)=( f *2(x)& f **(x))$$$=2 f *$$$(x) f *(x)+6 f *"(x) f *$(x)& f **$$$(x)
implies, in combination with (4.9) and (4.10), that
rnF $$$(rn) b&32(rn)=O(n14)=o( f *(rn))
as n  , which is in fact (3.26). Moreover, from (4.4) and (4.9) it follows
that
g(rn ei%)tg(rn) e&%
2b(rn)+i%n
as n   uniformly with respect to |%|$(rn)=$n=02(n) n&34, where
02(n)   and 02(n)=o(n112) as n  . It is now easily seen that
Corollary 2 can be applied in the form of the variance estimate (3.27) (notice
that H$(u)=(2?)&12 e&u22). Thus we obtain from (4.9)(4.12)
E(Xn*)t(6n)12?
(cf. [27]) and
Var(Xn*)tn12(6122?&(3) 612?3) (4.13)
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as n  . Turning our attention to the constants C0 , C1 , and C2 defined by
(3.28) and the hypothesis of the theorem, we find that
C0=?(6122?&(3) 612?3)612=12&3?3,
C1=312?C 120 , C2=12.
Then we have
exp[u2(1&C2)2C0&u2C 212]=exp _ u
2
2C0 \
1
2
&
3
?3+&=eu22.
So, we conclude by part (ii) of the theorem that
(Xn*&(6n)
122?)n14(6122?&(3) 612?3)12
has asymptotically standard Gaussian distribution, which coincides with the
result of Goh and Schmutz [11]. Here the asymptotic formula for the
variance (4.13) seems to be new.
Example 3 (Unary mappings of a finite set; a case of logarithmic
f (x); see [9, p. 169]). Let { denote a function that maps the set N=
[1, 2, ..., n] into itself. The function { may be represented by a directed graph
G{ with vertex-set N and arc-set [( j, {( j)); j # N]. Such graphs, in which
every point has out-degree one, are sometimes called functional digraphs
[13, Section 3.4]. Moreover, G{ consists of a number of disjoint connected
components with exactly one cycle in each. The number of all unary
mappings on n verices is gn=nn and it is well known [25] that
g(x)= :

n=0
nnxnn !=
1
1&T(x)
, (4.14)
where the exponential generating function (of rooted labeled trees) T(x) is
defined implicitly by the relations
T(x) e&T(x)=x, T(xe&x)=x. (4.15)
Thus, in our notations :n=1n !. The Lagrange inversion formula implies
that
T(x)= :

k=1
kk&1xkk !
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(see, e.g., [16, Part I, Chapt. 7]). Differentiating both sides of the first
relation in (4.15), one may easily obtain the representation
T $(x)=
T(x)
x[1&T(x)]
,
which immediately implies that
a(r)=
T(r)
[1&T(r)]2
; (4.16)
b(r) can be calculated in a similar way and is given by
b(r)=
T(r)
[1&T(r)]2
+
T 2(r)
1&T(r)
+
T 2(r)
[1&T(r)]3
+
T 2(r)
[1&T(r)]4
. (4.17)
The easiest way of solving the equation a(r)=n involves the substitution
r=se&s in combination with the second relation of (4.15). In this way, from
(4.16) it follows that
s(1&s)2=n.
Therefore, the required solution is
rn=[1&1n12+12n+o(1n)] exp[&1+1n12&12n+o(1n)]. (4.18)
Note that the radius of convergence of g(x) (see (4.14)) is R=e&1. Moreover,
setting r=rn in (4.17) it is easily seen that
b12(rn)tn (4.19)
as n  .
To verify the validity of Condition (I) of the definition of GH-admissible
functions we shall use the expansion
T(x)=1&[2(1&ex)]12+ :

k=2
ck(1&ex)k2,
obtained with the aid of the inversion theorem for implicit functions [9,
p. 175]. Thus inserting this into (4.14), we obtain
g(x)=[2(1&ex)]&12 exp[8((1&ex)12)], (4.20)
where the function 8(w) is analytic at w=0 and 8(0)=0. Its explicit form is
8(w)=&log _1& :

k=2
ck2&12w(k&1)2& . (4.21)
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Furthermore, simple manipulations relied on (4.18), (4.20), and (4.21)
imply that
g(rn ei%)
g(rn)
=
[2(1&ern)]12
[2(1&ernei%)]12
exp[8((1&ernei%)12)&8((1&ern)12)]
=[1&i%n+O( |%| )]&12 exp[O( |%| )]
=(1&i%n)&12 [1+O(1n)][1+O( |%| )].
Since h(t)=(1&it)&12 is the characteristic function of a gamma dis-
tribution which is infinitely divisible and has finite variance (see [18,
Tables 4 and 5]), from (4.19) we get the required representation in Condi-
tion (I). It is satisfied by any function $(r) such that
$(rn)=o(1)
as n  .
To show that Condition (II) of the definition holds one can integrate by
parts both integrals
I1=|
?
$(rn)
e&i%n+O( |%| )s(rn ; %) d%
(1&i%n)12
, I2=|
&$(rn)
&?
e&i%n+O( |%| )s(rn ; %) d%
(1&i%n)12
,
and by elementary calculus find that
I1+I2=O((n$(rn))&32)
as n  . Furthermore, (4.18)(4.21) imply that
g(rn)b12(rn)=O(n&12)
as n  . So, we need the equality
(n$(rn))&32=o(n&12)
to be satisfied as n  , or equivalently,
$(rn)=o(n&23) (4.22)
as n  . In other words, the function $(rn) involved in Conditions (I) and
(II) have to be determined by Eq. (4.22). Now, it only remains to check the
validity of the assumptions of Corollary 3. Using the equalities
g(x)=e f (x), f (x)= :

m=1
Am xmm !, Am=(m&1)! :
m
k=0
mkk !, (4.23)
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established long ago by Katz [17], we find that
Amrmn m !12m. (4.24)
It is then not difficult to show that (1.8), (1.9), (4.24) and the inequalities
1&ae&a1&a+a22, a0, imply conditions (i)(iii). To establish (iv)
we can use the explicit expression for L(u) in Le vyChinchin’s representa-
tion of the characteristic function h(t)=(1&it)&12 of a gamma distribu-
tion. According to Table 5 of [18], by (2.15) we obtain
|h(t)|exp _&2t
2
?2 |
?|t|
&?|t|
(1+u2) dL(u)&
=exp \& t
2
?2 |
?|t|
0
ue&u du+=exp[&t2(1&e&?|t|(1+?|t| ))?2].
Since 1&e&?|t|(1+?|t| )1&2e&1 when |t|?=t0 , then
|h(t)|e&t2(1&2e&1)?2.
Now (iv) can be easily verified and Corollary 3 implies that
E(Xn*)t f *(rn), Var(Xn*)t f *(rn), n  . (4.25)
Recalling again (1.8) and (4.23), we obtain
f (rn)& 12 :

m=1
(Am rmn m !)
2 f *(rn) f (rn).
Combining this with (4.24), we get
f *(rn)t f (rn)
as n  . The asymptotic of f (rn) was found by several authors. It is
known that f (rn)t 12 log n as n   (see, e.g., [25]). Thus (4.25) becomes
E(Xn*)t 12 log n, Var(Xn*)t 12 log n, n  .
Moreover, for Xn*, the number of different component sizes of a random
unary mapping, part (iii) of the theorem implies that (Xn*&
1
2 log n)
( 12 log n)
12 possesses asymptotically standard Gaussian distribution, since
C1=C2=0 and C0=1. Note that the same convegence has been already
proved long ago for the total number Xn of components in a random
mapping [25].
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APPENDIX
Here we shall consider partitions of an n-element set. First, we shall
establish the asymptotic of f *(r)& f **(r). We let for any 0<r<
S(r)= f *(r)& f **(r)= :

m=1
qm(r)(1&qm(r))=S1(r)+S2(r)+S3(r),
where
qm(r)=e&r
mm !, m=1, 2, ...,
S1(r)= :
(e&=r)r
1
qm(r)(1&qm(r)),
S2(r)= :
(e+=r)r
(e&=r)r
qm(r)(1&qm(r)),
S3(r)= :

(e+=r)r
qm(r)(1&qm(r)),
=r=
1
r
log((2?re)12 log r).
S1(r) can be asymptoically estimated, using a standard method described in
[6, Chapt. 3]. So, we have
S1(r)=O(rqN(r)(r))=O(1)
as r  , where N(r) denotes the integer part of (e&=r)r. To obtain an
estimate for S3(r) we can use the bound 1&qm(r)=O(e&=rm10) obtained in
[21, p. 179]. Thus we get
S3(r)< :

(e+=r)r
(1&qm(r))=O(r1&e2log r).
Finally, it is not difficult to verify that the summands in S2(r) are of order
1+o(1r), which implies that
S2(r)=2=rr(1+o(1r))=(log r)(1+o(1))
as r  . The required asymptotic equivalence of S(rn) to log log n now
follows from (4.2).
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To find the asymptotic of rf *$(r) as r   we introduce analogous
notations:
f *$(r)= :

m=1
um(r) e&um(r)=71+72+73 ,
where
um(r)=rmm !, m=1, 2, ...,
71= :
(e&’r) r
1
um(r) e&um(r),
72= :
(e+’r) r
(e&’r) r
um(r) e&um(r),
73= :

(e+’r) r
um(r) e&um(r),
and ’r=1r. Standard reasoning yields the estimates
71=O(r), 72=O(r&12), 73=O(r)
as r  . From (4.2) it follows that
rn f *$(rn)=O(r2n)=O(log
2 n), n  .
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